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This paper explores contemporary halaqāt1 by examining Kenyan-Somali 
students at Imam Mohammad ibn Saud Islamic University in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia’s (KSA) capital, Riyadh. Accordingly, the paper’s objective is two-fold. One 
of them is to examine the knowledge transmitted in these halaqāt, bearing in mind 
the situation in KSA’s social and political conditions. As such, it will scrutinize the 
constraints and expectations that the state has placed on these halaqāt. In addition, 
it will also reconsider motivations of the seekers to pursue further knowledge at the 
halaqāt. Considering that most of them are already enrolled in institutions of higher 
learning, it discusses the purpose of seeking additional knowledge from these 
halaqāt. The paper will also seek to examine these questions within a modernizing 
Saudi educational system. 

 
Context: seekers, sheikhs, and mosques 

For five years (circa, 2015-2020), I did my PhD research in Saudi Arabia to 
understand how knowledge from Saudi universities transformed Islam in Garissa 
County of Northern Kenya through the many returnees that these universities 
continue to churn out. The research was based at Riyadh’s Imam Mohammad Ibn 
Saud Islamic University (IMSIU), and the International Islamic University in 
Madinah.  

These institutions offer scholarships to hundreds of students from all over the 
world to help them specialize in the Islamic sciences. In seeking to understand how 
these students are trained, I examined both the students’ academic training as well 
as their social lives in the kingdom. During my research in these universities I, 
however, noticed that most students spent countless hours a week studying in the 
many halaqāt outside their formal universities. Though students attend halaqah 
lessons on their own volition, university administrations strongly encourage them to 
pursue these halaqāt to augment the knowledge that is conveyed at these 

 
1 Halaqāt (sing. halaqah) means gathering around a circle for informal religious education. 
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universities. In the summer, for example, charity organizations or philanthropists 
award students, who don’t travel to their home countries and choose to attend these 
informal classes, with halaqāt stipends; they also secure for them transportation, 
accommodation, and trips within Saudi Arabia, particularly to Makkah and 
Madinah, the two holy sites in the country. 

These educational halaqāt are independent socio-religious structures that operate 
separately from public universities; they are often based in a mosque, including those 
located within universities. In Saudi Arabia, there are cadres of halaqāt that depend 
on the Sheikh’s status or the mosque’s location. For instance, Salafi icons serving in 
the hay’at kibār al-‘Ulamā (Council of Senior Scholars), enjoy higher status than 
others, as are those teaching in the two holy mosques.  

To be approved to teach a halaqah, potential teachers must be cleared by KSA’s 
Ministry of Religious Affairs. Their past record of teaching as well as their 
perspectives on certain key theological and legal issues are considered. Within this 
process of clearance, also, is the understanding that the government can take away 
one’s right to teach at any time. To qualify as a teacher, two broad conditions are 
generally necessary: a) potential evidence of training, b) a location to offer lessons.2 
Qualification is loosely defined and could comprise a formal degree from a 
university or an ijāza from a halaqah. Once cleared, teachers are responsible for 
recruiting their own students by distributing flyers in mosques or universities. 
Timings are flexible and are determined by the teacher, but halaqah sessions are 
generally held three to four times a week.  

Participants in this study were all male Kenyan-Somali students at IMSIU. Over 
the last several decades, Kenyan-Somalis have dominated the Kenyan-Muslim 
student population at Saudi universities.3 This dominance owes to factors such as 
the strong link between these madāris in Garissa and Saudi universities. IMSIU, for 
instance, provides Najah and Salam, the two premier madāris in Garissa, with 
resources such as syllabus, books, and scholarships. For these students, being 
admitted to IMSIU was simply a continuation of their madāris journey. Of the 16 I 
interviewees for this study, all but two were in graduate school; they were pursuing 
courses in hadith and Arabic linguistics. Others studied courses such as Shari’a, Usūl 
al-dīn (Quran and hadīth), and the Arabic language. They were all single and resided 
in the university hostels.  

I undertook an ethnographic survey that included observations, participation, and 
informal interviews. In these public spaces, I would sit and take notes or use 
students’ notes. I met with students outside of the university as well: in restaurants 
and cafés. I participated in their extra curricula activities such as playing soccer or 

 
2 Interview with S. in Riyadh, October 7th, 2021.   
3 Bakari, Mohamed. "The new ‘ulama in Kenya." Islam in Kenya (1995): 168-93.  
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traveling with them to Makkah. I also accompanied them to their halaqāt on 
weekdays. Conducting research in this way was necessitated due to the unique 
conditions in Saudi Arabia. In addition, despite their long history, there are no 
documents on the halaqāt that were of any benefit for this research. Consequently, I 
could not access halaqāt that were held at private residences, there was also the 
general unwillingness of teachers to sit down for an interview. For personal reasons, 
most of them wouldn’t engage in this kind of study. 

 
Contemporary halaqāt and the Politics of Pedagogy 
 

Though the halaqāt try to maintain their age-old tradition of Islamic 
scholarship, they are confronted by different kinds of pressures and demands; these 
are to bring about reforms from within their own countries. They are driven largely 
by local religious politics and power dynamics. As decision-making is highly 
centralized and effectively controlled by the state, particularly in the educational 
sphere,4 teaching any unapproved content, or even discussing it—Islamic or 
otherwise—is strictly forbidden; and this creates considerable constraints for 
learning. Students, therefore, are keenly aware of these undercurrents and choose 
halaqāt, teachers, and texts that are sanctioned by the government. I reflect on the 
complexities encountered in the halaqāt based largely on these constraints.   

Students make decisions on which of the halaqāt to attend by assessing the 
theological and ideological affiliations of the ‘ulama teaching those halaqāt and the 
extent to which they align their position with that of the state. The main consideration 
lies with the government’s view of what ‘legitimate knowledge’ is: knowledge is 
authentic, and a teacher is legitimate in accordance with the state’s criteria. Students 
interpret this complexity through the spectrum of fikra— scholarly thinking or 
intellectual strand - that locally manifests itself in two main camps among the 
halaqāt scholars: The Muslim Brotherhood (MB) and the Salafis.5 Though both are 
loosely classified as Salafi, they have different and, at times, even conflicting views 
of Islamic interpretation which easily becomes evident in matters of politics.  

Despite state policies that constrain MB ideas, its resilience results from its 
long history in KSA’s educational system, dating back to the early 1950s.6 MB’s 
arrival in Saudi Arabia did not, however, happen on its own but evolved out of the 
general context of the Cold War politics. Targeted by Gamal Abdel Nasser in Egypt, 

 
4 Einass S. Al-Eisa and Larry Smith, “Governance in Saudi Higher Education,” in Higher Education in Saudi 
Arabia: Achievements, Challenges and Opportunities, eds. Larry Smith and Abdulrahman Abouammoh, 27-35 
(NY: Springer, 2013), 29. 
5 Interview with O. in Riyadh, June 2nd, 2020.   
6 Stéphane Lacroix. Awakening Islam: The Politics of Religious Dissent in Contemporary Saudi Arabia. 
Cambridge: Harvard University, 2011. 
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KSA welcomed them with open arms. Flushed with petrodollars and with no trained 
manpower to work in its nascent education system, members of the MB quickly 
filled the void as teachers, professors, and administrators in the kingdom; and in 
doing so, MB members left a heavy imprint on the minds of many Saudis. Egyptian 
schoolteachers and university professors in the Saudi education system spread MB’s 
ideas and rhetoric. Because of this, the MB is credited for being the brainchild of the 
Sahwa Movement of the 1980s. Notable MB sheikhs in Saudi Arabia include 
Suleiman al-Majid, Mohamed al-Arif, and Aed al-Garni.7  

The other group is the Salafi, which authenticates its message through 
memorializing the actions and beliefs of early generations of Muslims. Salafis 
support the Saudi state and extricate themselves from political activism, barely, if at 
all, asking any questions on what the state does or how it does so. Over the last few 
years, they lost much of their grip in national politics, but they are consulted largely 
for purposes of legitimacy. They are, however, the main voice in the country 
regarding issuing of fatāwā (sing, fatwa; legal opinion). Influential ‘ulama in this 
cadre include Suleiman Abu Kheyr, Abdul-Aziz al-Rais, and al-Otaibi, Saleh al-
Fawzan, Sheikh Sa‘ad al-Khathlan, Sād al-Shithri, and the Grand Mufti of KSA 
Sheikh Abdul-Aziz al Sheikh. According to the interviewees, halaqāt taught by 
these sheikhs offer knowledge that is dissociated from politics. They do not color 
their teaching with any political messages, implicitly or explicitly; instead, Salafi 
scholars transmit knowledge as it is.  

State control of education is enacted through political coercion and financial 
funding. Salafi sheikhs have plump government jobs, have a large audience in the 
Saudi public through the state media, and are leading members of the Council of 
Senior Scholars. Those sympathetic to MB, on the other hand, are treated in a less 
than friendly manner: they are monitored, jailed, and their social media activities 
and comments are banned. During this study, for instance, the government fired 100 
preachers that were accused of affiliation with MB.8 Students’ choices for halaqāt 
are, therefore, driven by these state narratives based on the dynamic of local religious 
politics. One of the interviewees said to me: “We are here to gain an education and 
not to participate in politics or to establish states.”9 Another student put it more 
bluntly: 

The MB pass their political ideology to students in the guise of transmitting 
knowledge; the books are simply a façade. They are more interested in 
propagating their revolutionary ideas. They teach the texts but explain them 

 
7 Lacroix, Stéphane. "Saudi Arabia’s Muslim Brotherhood Predicament." The Qatar Crisis (2014). 
8 Over 100 mosque preachers fired for violating directives on Brotherhood. Saudi Gazette report, December 
15, 2020.  
9 Interview with J, March 22, 2021.  
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differently with their own thinking and ideology. It is very easy for them to 
confuse you. They look for people who don’t know their intentions such as 
new students or unsuspecting ones.”10 
 

Reframing Knowledge  
 

 This section sheds light on the ways in which knowledge is conceptualized in 
the halaqāt. An overarching feature that cuts across contemporary halaqāt and 
modern Islamic universities is to teach and propagate knowledge that align with 
government narrative. However, a major pedagogical distinction exists among 
learners between the two, which can be expressed in the two words: ‘ālim and dā‘ī. 
‘Ulama, trained in the halaqāt, refer to scholars who have a wealth of expertise in 
an area of Islam such as theology or law; du‘āt, graduates of Islamic universities, are 
primarily preachers. The difference is remarkable, as ‘ulama have a depth of 
knowledge through an intensive study of classical books over a long period of time, 
accompanied by deep reflection, analysis and synthesis. Du‘āt, on the other hand, 
hold degrees from universities and have been equipped with the tools for missionary 
activities; these tools include the study of the Arabic language, Qur’an, and haditih. 
While ‘ulama complete texts and gain mastery of them, du‘āt are unlikely to even 
have finished a third of any of the foundational books. Based on this understanding 
and Saudi Arabia’s internal socio-political dynamics, this section evaluates areas of 
halaqah that students prefer.  

Halaqāt are heavily book-based and when trying to locate one, students do so by 
inquiring around what book is being taught rather than what halaqah is operating in 
an area. Teachers focus on a single text, though some may teach one text alongside 
another. One text can be used for more than one area of study. In addition, 
knowledge is expertise-based: halaqah teachers only transmit knowledge that they 
learnt and have heard from their masters.11 Traditionally, Islamic knowledge has 
been organized in a pyramidal order with preference given to fiqh; the latter is - from 
a jurisprudential perspective—nicknamed the ‘queen of the sciences’.12 Students 
would overcrowd these courses and overwhelm the teachers who were far more 
popular than those teaching other subjects. There was constant demand for these 
popular teachers’ books, which would be taught several times a year as demand was 
always high.  

 
10 Interview with I., May 13, 2021.   
11 Hearing knowledge is unique to the halaqah context; it describes the entire pedagogical process of learning. 
As such, a halaqah student would say that they had heard a given text from a certain sheikh instead of saying 
that they studied it with him. And this is not by accident. As the Qur’an was primarily transmitted and 
preserved orally, other forms of Islamic education have appropriated the same tradition of describing learning 
methodology.   
12 Makdisi, George. Rise of Colleges. Edinburgh University Press (2019), 75.  
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In Saudi Arabia, however, a significant shift has occurred in the halaqāt, 
bolstered by various factors. The first one is reforms in education. In these reforms, 
though both fiqh and theology were privileged, a more intense focus was given to 
the latter.13 This change has prioritized missionary work, and it centers the Qur’an 
and hadīth as the primary resources. What followed, therefore, was an 
epistemological change toward usūl ad-dīn -or the foundations of religion. Usūl ad-
dīn as an influential area of study particularly within reformist circles recenters the 
following: Qur’an, hadīth, and ʿaqīdah. Privileging usūl ad-dīn should, therefore, be 
viewed in the larger context of state history, politics, missionary activity, and foreign 
relations.  

Halaqāt , therefore, expose students to knowledge and texts sanctioned by the 
state. Often, this knowledge is inclusivist/exclusivist, and it divides Muslims along 
creedal lines. The target of this proselytization process is other Muslims within 
Islam. Lately, KSA has banned obscure Islamic groups that do not pose any political, 
security or doctrinal threat. The latest group to find itself in the state’s crosshairs is 
Jamā‘at Tablīgh. In a major Friday khutbah, the mosques across the country read 
their sermons effectively linking the group to terrorism.14 While Shi‘as receive 
particularly harsh treatment, students from Ash‘arī traditions and those trained in the 
West are also targets of da‘wa (proselytization), as their ʿaqīdah is deemed either 
aberrant or weak. The main themes of ʿaqīdah include: the unity of Allah, His 
attributes, and Shirk among others. Within this framework and approach to the 
production of knowledge, usūl ud-dīn emerges as the singular method to introduce 
students to the desired Islamic knowledge. Of the 16 current and former students in 
this study, 13 had attended or were currently attending halaqāt and studying usūl 
ud-dīn. Within usūl dīn, numerous books such as Bulūgh ul Marām by Ibn Hajar are 
taught, and students can choose which one and with whom they prefer to study.  

 
While the Qur’an and hadīth are taught in many halaqāt, more emphasis is put 

upon their interpretive dimensions. The objective is to convey to the students local 
interpretations of the material and to have a greater impact on their outlook toward 
Islam. In many ways, halaqāt are still largely unstructured and informal, linked to 
individual ‘ulama rather than with institutions; the ‘ulama have always been15 
without explicit syllabi, structured attendance, or reports. Intense concentration is 
put on the studied text and that was taught with a deeper analysis as a single session 
runs into hours. Students have easy access to books, either from the local bookstores 

 
13 Delong-Bas, Natana J. Wahhabi Islam: from revival and reform to global jihad. Oxford University Press, 
2008. 41.  
14 Saudi Bans Tablighi Jamāāt, Branded a ‘gate of terrorism,” The Middle East Monitor. December, 13, 2021.  
15 Berkey, Jonathan Porter. The transmission of knowledge in medieval Cairo. Princeton University Press, 
2014. 
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or from the Internet. Instruction is eclectic: reading from the text and explanation by 
the teacher, often making references to other texts or scenarios. Da‘wa is embedded 
in the teaching and constant references are made on how this knowledge affects or 
ought to affect practice.  

Within the sciences of tafsīr, however, two major subsections guide the 
curriculum: asbāb nuzūl (reasons for revelation of specific āyāt), and their literal 
meanings. Hadīth is another critical aspect of reformist epistemology,16 and halaqāt 
in Saudi mosques ensure that it is taught with the same intensity. Just as the Qur’an, 
the normative hadīth are hardly taught. Instead, more emphasis is put on their 
interpretations. As such, students are instructed in this ways to determine the 
soundness of a hadīth through a thorough examination and analysis of its core 
elements. They are immersed in the mechanisms of categorizing hadīth, including a 
careful study of the isnād (chain of narrators) their character, and the various 
categories of hadīth that accrue from this narration: mutawātir (a hadīth with more 
narrators), and ahād or khabar wahīd (a hadīth with a single narrator). These are 
grounded in Salafi epistemology: removing other texts or other speculative 
dimensions and locating meaning in foundational texts.  

 
Another popular area within Qur’an studies in which almost the entire student 

body, foreign and local, attend is tajwīd.17 While Kenyan-Somali students at Saudi 
universities arrive generally as huffādh (sing. hāfidh; one who has memorized the 
entire Qur’an), and they have near-native competence of the Arabic language, they 
are still treated as non-native speakers who need to learn the science of Qur’anic 
recitation. The pursuit of native-like performance and reciting the Qur’an like one 
of the popular imams of the two holy mosques distinguishes them (Kenyan-Somali 
students) from the older guard back in Kenya who could not speak Arabic or had 
never studied tajwīd. Also, as future practitioners of Islam—imams, teachers, or 
judges—their legitimacy is situated in these very distinctions. Accordingly, all those 
I interviewed had studied tajwīd, making it the most sought-after area within halaqāt 
where students are offered both a holistic and a personalized instruction. The holistic 
approach is more academic, and the teacher concentrates on the Arabic sound system 
such as makharaj al-hurūf (places of pronunciation and articulation of sound) sifat 
al-hurūf (description of sounds), and mudūd wa anwa’‘uhā (elongation and its 
different types). However, these rules are personalized when they are applied. In this 
scenario, the teacher would model for individual students until native-like 
pronunciation is attained. Alternatively, students can choose one famous qāri’ 
(Qur’anic reciter), typically an imam at one of the two holy mosques, and they would 

 
16 Laurent Bonnefoy, “How Transnational is Yemen,” in Global Salafism: Islam’s New Religious Movement, 
ed. Roel Meijer, 321-342 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 324. 
17 The rules that govern pronunciation of the Qur’an during its recitation.  
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be encouraged to practice reciting like them, while the teacher listens and corrects 
them.  

 
 Reformist education is most explicitly articulated through ʿaqīdah: it defines 

what it means to be a Muslim, and it is also a tool to other, including other sheikhs 
or certain books. Books of prominent ‘ulama are known to have been pulled out 
circulation because their ʿaqīdah did not mesh with Salafi theology. The place of 
ʿaqīdah in the Saudi society is further compounded by its presence in the public 
sphere: within the state, in the educational system (including halaqāt), and in the 
media. Benefitting from their public profiles and through their halaqāt, sermons, 
media appearance and their writings, these men never fail to reiterate the salience of 
ʿaqīdah. Both Mufti Abdul-Aziz al Sheikh and Sheikh Saleh Fawzan consistently 
hold halaqāt in their mosques, which overflow with attendees who are comprised of 
Saudis and expatriates.  

Despite its popularity, Salafi epistemology is rather narrow.18 Texts for ʿaqīdah 
are few and repetitive. Though one of my own interviewees claimed that there is 
nothing else to be taught outside of these texts because they will easily wander into 
other maḏāhib or creeds,19 others contend it is a deliberate pedagogical strategy that 
ensures students imbibe contents of the texts. Students are consciously aware of it 
and constantly question the need for this repetition. This frustration is borne out in 
everyday interaction among students themselves. A striking encounter, however, 
took place between an African PhD student and a professor. ‘Usūl Thalatha by 
Mohamed ibn Abdulwahāb was being taught and the professor approached the 
student and advised him to attend the lectures. The student was exasperated and 
retorted as follows: “Either we are stupid, or you don’t have anything else to teach 
us. I studied this book eight years ago as a freshman. I am a PhD student now, and 
you advise me to study it again?”20  

An intersection of specified texts and the teacher’s own knowledge and 
experience are the hallmark of the curriculum. To accomplish this goal, an important 
pedagogical aspect of transmitting usūl ud-dīn is that all the teachers and professors 
are Saudi, underscoring how crucial usūl al-dīn is to the Saudi state. The texts that 
heavily feature in the science of tafsīr include Tafsīr ibn Kathīr by and Muḥammad 
al-Shawkānī’s Fath al-Qadīr, and Tafsīr al-Jalālayn by Jalāl ad-Dīn al-Maḥallī and 
Jalāl ad-Dīn as-Suyutī, while the popular hadīth texts are: Bulūgh ul Marām by Ibn 
Hajar and ‘Umdatul Ahkām. The popularity of these texts within the Salafi circles 

 
18 Henri Lauzière, "The Construction of Salafiyya: Reconsidering Salafism from the Perspective of Conceptual 
History," International Journal of Middle East Studies 42, no. 03 (2010), 370 
19 Interview with H. on January 17th, 2022, in Riyadh.   
20 Interview with H. on January 17th, 2022, in Riyadh.   
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owes to their close referencing of the Qur’an and hadīth in their interpretation. Tafsīr 
ibn Kathīr, for instance, is called tafsīr bil ma‘thūr as its approach is based on āyāt-
to-āyāt interpretation, or the use of hadīth or aqwāl as-Sahāba (the words of the 
companions of the Prophet). Fath al-Qadir, on the other hand, uses a literalist 
approach to explain the Qur’an. Other works used in the halaqāt are by 
contemporary Saudi scholars such as Abdulrahman as-Sa‘dī, Sheikh Abdul-Aziz ibn 
Baz and Shaykh Muhammad al-'Uthaymīn. The teaching of ʿaqīdah is predictably 
rife with the books of Mohamed ibn Abdulwahab’s including the following books: 
Usūl al-Thalātha, Kitāb al-Tawhīd, Kitāb al-Imān, Qawā‘id al-Arba‘a and Kashful 
Shubahad and Ibn Taymiya’s ʿaqīdahtul Wastiya. 
 

Constructing the ideal ‘alim/da‘i   
Halaqāt and universities in KSA aspire to produce different types of subjects: as 

evidenced in their deployment of books and other sorts of socialization. IMSIU, for 
instance, has its own printing press which publishes new books written by its own 
faculty, while halaqāt still use classical texts. The two also differ in the general 
disposition and identity of their graduates. These largely spring from the legitimacy 
interviewees extend to halaqāt as “authentic, original, and storied.”21 The production 
of a subject convinced of the merits of this Islam is a complex process that comprises 
of an active dogmatization as well as other subtler ones.  

The curricula in which this vision of Islam is conveyed are one-dimensional and 
linear. Teachers do not provide literature or further readings, giving them the 
platform to solely promote their message. The subtle approaches include the closed 
nature of students’ living conditions, and the general Saudi culture which many 
students seem to mistake for the righteous Islam. As such, it is a two-pronged 
approach the objective of which is to support the reformist pedagogies that are 
systematically built into the educational structures in which much of the work is left 
to the teachers. Students do not question the teachers’ narrative or motive.  

What I also noticed from the start is the power of non-academic aspects in 
forming these young men’s identity, particularly that of physical location relative to 
Salafism. My research was situated in Riyadh, and the young men travelled to 
Makkah and Madinah a few times a year either through sponsorship by muhsinīn, 
(sing. muhsin, philanthropist) or through their own personal means. Accordingly, I 
observed that the two holy cities as well as the Najd region, where Riyadh is located, 
have their own distinctive ways of shaping the students as Salafis. Obviously, KSA 
was venerated not only because it is the site, where Makkah and Madinah are 
located, but as arḍ al-tawhīd (the land of Islamic monotheism) and arḍ al-hadīth 

 
21 Interview with E. on February 18, 2022, in Riyadh. 
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(the land of prophetic tradition). In addition, the historical link of this region to 
contemporary Salafism offers these young men a legitimate status as Salafis.  

Mohamed bin Abdulwahab was born in al-‘Uyaynah, 30 kilometers northwest of 
Riyadh. Participants routinely memorialized him using honorific titles such as the 
imam or sheikh Mohamed ibnu Abdulwahab. Other Salafi luminaries including the 
Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Sheikh Abdul-Aziz al-Sheikh, Sheikhs Saleh Fawzan, 
Uthaymīn, and ibn Baz are from this region, and they are seen as authorities within 
global Salafism and a thread that links them back to Abdulwahab—exclusionary 
elements that authenticate their claims to the notion of Salafism.  

Perhaps, the more novel approaches within these halaqāt that interviewees 
have referenced as radically departing from modern Islamic universities is the way 
in which knowledge is structured and impacted on these students. As much as these 
halaqāt take pride in the past history of Islamic societies, they cannot be stuck in the 
past and only disseminate classical texts without considering changes in Muslim 
society as well as progress in knowledge itself. In this way, halaqāt have reformed 
and are grafting contemporary concerns upon older, accepted knowledge; and in the 
process, they create a tapestry that meshes classical knowledge with modernity. 
Students would tell me that halaqāt are especially well suited for this responsibility. 
Since modern universities are run on syllabi, they do not have the capacity to explore 
solutions to process in the ways that halaqāt do. Accordingly, halaqah students 
believe that tackling up incoming problems demand depth, time, and research, which 
halaqāt are more equipped to do than universities. One student at IMSIU reminded 
me that Islam is not only built on archaic and fixed rules (qawa‘id), but on a strong 
foundation upon which new ones are continuously anchored.22 Another student, who 
holds a PhD in Shari‘a and who obtained a lot of knowledge from local halaqāt, put 
it in the following way: 

In dealing with modern issues, we are taught to return to already established 
norms and foundations of Shari‘a before considering the options available. 
This is not new but has existed in Islam for centuries. One example from 
history can be used to illustrate this point: In Islam, children are commanded 
not to curse their parents or yell at them; however, what happens when 
children curse their parents through a text message? Is this the same as the 
word of mouth? Things that are newer require deeper knowledge and analysis. 
Consider this: how does one deal with fasting and praying in places with 
longer daylights? What’s the dalīl and where does it come from? Since the 

 
22 Interview with O. on October 21st, 2021, in Riyadh.  
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Qur’an or hadīth do not explicitly mention how to deal with this phenomenon, 
we go back in history and deduce how a similar issue was handled.23  

These contemporary challenges are raised and handled in a public manner, 
preparing the students as mujtahidīn (sing. mujtahid; someone with the knowledge 
and skills to reach conclusions on a particular matter). Eminent ‘ulama, whose 
halaqāt these students attend, address these matters during their lessons. In certain 
situations, they have question and answer sessions where students and the public can 
pose questions or seek clearance on topics of concern to them. These public 
discussions enrich their missionary skills in the ways to address questions by 
simplifying it for the laypeople, referencing the right material, and drawing 
appropriate conclusions.  

Consider the following scenario which is a popular way of training these 
students. A questioner may ask if it is halal for a woman to drive. Though women 
are now allowed to drive in Saudi Arabia, it has been a controversial topic for a long 
time. Students address this issue by demonstrating through an in-depth grounding of 
appropriate dalīl (evidence). In their response, they argue that masāʾil (issues) that 
deal with ‘ibadat (worship) are harām (forbidden) until such a time that one finds a 
dalīl that proves otherwise. On the other hand, muʿāmalāt (transactions) are halal 
(permissible) until dalīl that negates it is presented. Since technological discoveries 
are absent in the Qurʼan and hadīth, they deploy other references. When responding 
to phenomena that cannot be found in the primary sources, they might resort to ‘urf, 
which is using local culture and customs to legitimize it. These unique pedagogical 
dynamics do not happen in university classrooms, but in the halaqāt.  

Halaqah lessons, and the da‘wa embedded within them, are oftentimes 
conducted not in modern university classrooms, but in a section of a mosque where 
the students sit on the floor. This physical aspect of halaqāt is one of its rare 
remnants that tie halaqāt to their historical past. The kind of subject produced in this 
atmosphere is characteristic of the relationship that exists between the students and 
their teacher and the knowledge that emerges from it. Characteristic of halaqāt is as 
follows: the teacher sits at the head of the class; and he sits on a higher chair that is 
indicative of his position; one who is viewed as the source of knowledge for he is 
the one who possesses the experience and who offers the necessary guidance. It is 
also a humbling experience for knowledge seekers that illustrates that its pursuit and 
acquisition should cultivate modesty, humility, and simplicity.  

 
23 Interview with I. on April 9th, 2021, in Riyadh.  
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What emerges from this disposition and the interactions—the acquiring of not 
only knowledge but character—is captured by the Arabic word adab or habitus.24 
Accordingly, adab is anchored in a tradition of community, fellowship, and a more 
friendly and affable manner of scholarship. Adab is geared toward a holistic 
development of the learner/student who seeks knowledge. While the students have 
a deep level of respect and even awe for their teacher, most students express their 
love for them. They describe this relationship in personal terms, with one 
interviewee, stating: “Our halaqah teacher knows our names, while our university 
professor does not.” These are non-academic aspects that are not encountered in 
modern classrooms, with one student saying that it softens them and makes them 
more human and more respectful. No explicit books are studied on adab; students 
gauge their comportment from their teachers. Out of respect for him, students hold 
off questions until the lesson is over, and do not leave until the teacher does so. If he 
misspoke or made an erroneous statement, they would not correct him immediately 
or directly but in another context because of the respect they have for their teacher. 
One of them stated that this sort of training does not happen in a university 
classroom.  

 
Conclusion  
In this essay, I demonstrated the complexities of contemporary halaqāt in 

Saudi Arabia. I argued that while they still maintain their historical status as a place 
of knowledge, learning and community, they have been also transformed 
considerably. This is as a result of the modern political situation in which they find 
themselves. They have been severely affected by the restrictions placed on them. 
Demands are made of them to convey and advance KSA’s history, aspirations, and 
its missionary position in and beyond the Muslim world. So, it is not a matter of 
focusing solely on knowledge because knowledge has been politicized. In essence, 
halaqāt have absorbed the government narrative, transposed through teachers and 
literature in such a manner that the difference between halaqāt and modern Saudi 
universities are thin. They supplement university curriculum, but with a more depth 
and nuance. With this knowledge, graduates become easy and convenient conduits 
to spread this particular religious ideology and its grand narrative.  
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